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Whose home is this? 
Background knowledge
Animals come in many different shapes and sizes. Most animals live in one
type of environment because they are best suited to it. We say they are
adapted to this environment. It provides them with food and water. For
example, animals such as frogs, newts, and ducks have webbed feet to help
them swim in the water. Squirrels have sharp claws to grip and long tails to
help them balance as they scramble up and down trees.

Science activity
Look at the pictures. Explain how each animal is adapted to its habitat.

Science investigation

Go on your own “safari.” Make a list of animals found in
your area. Take pictures of these animals or find
pictures of them. Place these pictures on a
poster and tell how each is adapted to its
environment. 

A desert fox lives in hot, dry places.
A mole burrows in dark 
underground tunnels.

A dormouse is active   at night – it
climbs shrubs and trees.An arctic fox lives in cold places.
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The Venus flytrap and other insectivorous plants grow
in soils that lack nitrates, since they obtain their
nutrients from small animals. The young investigator
should appreciated this example of adaptation for
survival. If possible, purchase a Venus flytrap to study.

33 ✩The right place to live
Background knowledge
Just as animals adapt to the places they live, so do plants. Plants are adapted to
a wide variety of habitats. As a result, each plant has certain characteristics.
Some are adapted to living on land while others live in water. Plants that grow
on land usually have stiff stems to hold them upright, while water plants tend to
have less rigid stems because the water supports them. Plants that live in dry
climates like the desert have small or very few leaves. This cuts down on water
loss through the leaves. Their stems may also be thick to store water. Plants that
grow in shaded areas have large leaves to capture as much sunlight as possible.

Look at these two dandelion plants. Which one do you 
think grew under a tree? Explain.

Science investigation

Science activity
Look at the drawings below. Explain how each plant is suited to its habitat.

A cactus growing in a hot, dry area.

Pond weed growing just under the surface of water.

A daisy growing in mowed or grazed grass.

Its stem stores water. Its leaves have
become spines to stop water loss.

It grows close to the ground to survive
mowing or grazing.

The dandelion with the bigger leaf grew under a
tree. It needed a bigger leaf to get enough light.

It has a weak stem as the water supports it. 

There are many possible relationships to show in a
woodland food chain. Encourage the young
investigator to choose the activity at which he or she
feels most competent. This is an opportunity to use 
one of the child's “multiple intelligences.” 

30 ✩ Dinner in a woodland 
Background knowledge
A woodland is a forest habitat containing trees, shrubs, herbs, and grasses. A
food chain shows a particular feeding relationship in a particular habitat.
Animals that eat other animals are called predators. In a woodland habitat, the
owl is a predator. It eats mice. The mice are the owl’s prey. The prey becomes
the food for the predator. The feeding relationships are usually more complex
since most animals feed on more than one type of living thing. This type of
relationship is called a food web. A food web is described in website 29-1. 

Science activity
Many food chains exist in a woodland.

1 Look at the two woodland food chains below. Identify the producers, 
primary consumers, secondary consumers, and third order consumers. Label
each organism by placing a P, PC, SC, or TOC in each square.

Plant Woodmouse Hawk

Plant Insect Shrew                       Owl

2 Name the hawk’s prey and the shrew’s predator in these food chains.

Science investigation

P

TOCP PC

PC

SC

SC

The hawk’s prey is the woodmouse. The shrew’s predator is the owl.

Answers will vary. The websites should be very helpful.
Have the young investigator play the habitat game.
This game will help the child understand the importance
of adaptations.
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adapted to this environment. It provides them with food and water. For
example, animals such as frogs, newts, and ducks have webbed feet to help
them swim in the water. Squirrels have sharp claws to grip and long tails to
help them balance as they scramble up and down trees.

Science activity
Look at the pictures. Explain how each animal is adapted to its habitat.

Science investigation

 

A desert fox lives in hot, dry places.
A mole burrows in dark 
underground tunnels.

A dormouse is active   at night – it
climbs shrubs and trees.An arctic fox lives in cold places.

short fur keeps it cool; its large
ears help it to lose heat

long claws help it dig; tiny eyes, as
it doesn’t need to see in the dark

long fur keeps it warm; small
ears prevent heat loss

large eyes help it to see at night; 
a long tail helps it balance

Answers will vary. However, the same principles 
that drive food chains today would also have existed
65 million years ago.

31 ✩Dinner at sea
Background knowledge
The sea and the shoreline make up a habitat. Living
things in this habitat have feeding relationships with
one another. Animals that eat other animals are called
carnivores. Animals that eat plants are called herbivores. Animals
that eat both plants and animals are called omnivores.

Science investigation

Name of organism Description/eating habits

plankton microscopic mixture of small plants floating in the sea

seaweed certain plants growing in the sea or on the seabed

mussel a shellfish found on rocks that eats plankton

limpet a shellfish found on rocks that eats seaweed 

seal eats fish, lobsters, and edible crabs

lobster eats limpets and mussels

periwinkle a shellfish that eats seaweed

mullet a fish that eats seaweed

pollack a fish that eats mullet

edible crab a crab that eats periwinkles

oystercatcher a bird that eats mussels

Science activity
Use the descriptions of organisms and their eating habits in the table below
to construct three food chains on a separate sheet of paper. Identify all of
the carnivores and herbivores. Which organisms were producers?
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